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Résumé
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position sociale du concepteur

eliquary shrines constituted some of the largest and
most spectacular accomplishments of médiéval goldsmiths. Disappointingly few hâve survived, but
amongst those which hâve there is important evidence for
reconstructing the process of Gothic design. Around the
middle of the 13th century there was a dramatic change in
the appearance of reliquary shrines in northern Europe. For
some time shrines, such as the Three Kings Reliquary in
Cologne, ca.l 182-1230, had taken a generalized architec
tural form,1 but at this time what had once been general
ized became very spécifie. These new shrines fall within
François Bûchers category of “micro-architecture.”2 The
older style of shrine soon began to fall out of production,
and the new style set a demanding standard, which not only
encompassed shrines but many aspects of metalwork pro
duction. There is evidence that Paris thrived as a centre of
production in this new environment?
It is the contention of this essay that this change cannot be considered in purely formai terms. The reasons for
such a dramatic shift involved new design techniques of
considérable sophistication, prominent amongst them being architectural drafting. An early application of these de
sign techniques can be seen in the Shrine of St. Gertrude
of Nivelles. Uniquely for a major, extant piece of 13th-century metalwork, the contract for the shrine survives intact.
In fact, the contract is now more complété than the shrine
itself, which suffered grievous damage during the Second
World War, and only fragments of it now survive.4 Pre-war
photographs (Fig. 1), together with a detailed plaster cast
in Nivelles (Fig. 2), supplément our knowledge of the
shrine. An analysis of the architectural éléments of the

Shrine of St. Gertrude, in relation to an analysis of the con
tract, provides enlightening evidence of the process of
Gothic design, which, since so little documentary evidence
from this period survives for design in such central fields as
architecture, has relevance far beyond the confines of one
single craft tradition. An analogical comparison of this de
sign process with contemporary theoretical writings concerning art suggests some of the new artistic directions
which were being explored in the later 13th century.
The contract for the Shrine of St. Gertrude survives in
the form of a copy included in a cartulary, compiled in the
late 15th and early 16th centuries, now in the Archives
générales du royaume in Brussels.5 It is dated 18 September 1272, an early date for the survival of any contract of
an artistic nature and is written in French, rather than Latin
which, for instance, was used for the surviving contract of
1292 for the Shrine of St. John at Beverley Minster.6 One
of the most remarkable aspects of the contract is that it
makes clear that the design and execution of the shrine were
completely separate. The contract is between the chapter
of the collegiate house of nuns at Nivelles, on the one hand,
and two goldsmiths, Nicolas de Douai and Jaquemon de
Nivelles, on the other. The contract specified that the new
shrine was to be as long or longer than the old shrine and
of an appropriate width and height, with four gables, according to the drawing—the “pourtraiture”—which accompanied the contract. This drawing was made by another
goldsmith, Master Jakenez or Jakemon d’Anchin, who is
later referred to as a monk of Anchin. He must thus be
considered the designer of the shrine, and the two contracting goldsmiths the craftsmen who executed it. The draw16
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Figure I. Shrine of St. Gertrude of Nivelles, gable end (Phot: Copyright A.C.L. - Bruxelles).

ing, unfortunately, does not survive, but there is
evidence both in the form of the shrine itself and
in the text of the contract which suggests that it
was an architectural élévation.7
Before this is considered, however, it must be
stated that the relation between the initial design
for the shrine as specified in the contract and the
shrine as built is certainly not straightforward. For
one thing, the contract states that the design is
open to improvement and amendment—"par
emmiadremenche et par l'amendement"—probably
either by the designer or the executing goldsmiths.
This is ail the more relevant a considération since
the shrine took a considérable length of time to
complété — as much as twenty-six years; the trans
lation of the relies into the new shrine probably
only took place on 31 May 1298.8 This was a long
enough period that the chapter could hâve added
new spécifications, and in fact some aspects of the
shrine suggest that this was the case. The “aisle”
roofs, for instance, are decorated with embossed
diapering containing heraldic devices: the fleursde-lys and castles of the Capetian royal ho use and
the lions of Brabant. This combination in ail probability refers specifically to the Queen of France,
Marie de Brabant, who was only married to King
Philip III in August 1274, two years after the con
tract for the shrine was dated.9 It is possible that
the patronage implied by her arms on the shrine
predates her marriage, but even if that were the
case the arms as they appear on the shrine must
represent a change from the original conception of the
shrine. The materials of the shrine also appear to be differ
ent from the gold and silver specified in the contract, consisting largely of an alloy of silver and copper.10 Similarly,
there is no reference in the contract to the precious stones,
pearls or de plique enamels which decorate the shrine, the
availability of which could hâve determined aspects of its
final appearance.11 It might also be observed that stylistic
différences hâve been noted between the figurai images on
the shrine.12 The basic massing and shape, however, must
hâve been determined from the outset by the wooden struc
ture onto which the metalwork was to fit; this was provided
by the chapter to the executing goldsmiths and was perhaps produced under the direction of the designer: “li capitle
livreat as devant dit Nicholon et Jaquemon ... le fust tailliet
tôt sus à le duise de maistre pour mettre us l’orfaverie."^ There
are, furthermore, substantial aspects of the shrine’s final ap
pearance which suggest very spécifie models and the appli
cation of drafting techniques. These and the possibilities

ofwhat information the contract drawing could reasonably
be expected to contain will form the focus of this study.
Drawing, it would appear, had long been established
amongst goldsmiths as an aid to design. In the late 12th
century, Alexander Neckham described a goldsmiths workshop, probably based on his personal observations of gold
smiths in Paris, where he taught at the school of the
Petit-pont from ca.1180.14 His description testifies to the
use of working drawings by goldsmiths. He wrote that the
goldsmith “must also be as skilled in the work of the quill
as in the work of carving and as in the work of casting and
as in the work of chasing. And let his untaught apprentice
hâve a waxed table, or one anointed with whiting or rubbed
over with clay, so that he may portray and draw little flowers thereon in various manners.”15 This does not tell us very
much about the way such drawings were used,16 and according to Marian Campbell: “The sketches or working
drawings of goldsmiths are great rarities, even from the
Renaissance; there is virtually no extant direct evidence from
17
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Figure 2. Plaster cast of the Shrine of St. Gertrude of Nivelles, long side (Phot: Copyright A.C.L. - Bruxelles).

ery patterns and buttress forms which can be seen in these
drawings is very similar to that of the architectural details
of the shrine. The architectural details of the shrine, moreover, are closely comparable to built architecture of the preceding génération. Some obvious connections hâve already
been made between éléments of various buildings and the
shrine,21 but more can be said about this. First, however,
there is indirect evidence in the contract itself for reconstructing the contract drawing as an architectural élévation.
Provision is made in the text of the contract for the makers
of the shrine to submit a test piece to the chapter by the
following Lent, and the nature of the test piece is concisely
specified. It is to consist of a middle gable, “un pignon moien”
another architectural feature called “un petit deleis,” prob
ably one of the flanking niches, and the piers belonging to
it, “et les pilers qui y afieront,” but without the images, “sans
lez imagenez." Claussen has offered an explanation for these
spécifications to which I cannot subscribe.22 He maintains
that the two contracted masters would themselves hâve executed the statues for the shrine, leaving the architectural
bits to assistants and apprentices, and it was only the latter
that the chapter were unsure of. This explanation goes
against almost everything we know of médiéval workshop
practice. There is no question that the two master goldsmiths
who signed the Nivelles contract (or, for that matter, any
who may hâve replaced them) would hâve assumed full responsibility for the work of any assistants and apprentices
they had working for them.
Moreover, the complex and précisé nature of the archi
tectural éléments of the shrine are not such as could be en-

the Middle Ages ... to show how goldsmiths arrived at a
design.”17
The lost Nivelles drawing may, however, provide indi
rect evidence of that process. Nevertheless, it was certainly
not a working drawing, as it presented a fully worked-out
design (or at least almost fully worked-out, since the contract spécifiés that the design is open to improvement and
amendment). The fact that the drawing was presented as
an intégral accompaniment to a contract would suggest that,
whatever change to which it was subject, it must hâve included enough finished detail to serve as a legally binding
model. From the text of the contract and from the form of
the shrine, it seems extremely likely that the drawing took
the form of a measured architectural élévation, of a kind
which had only recently been developed in the masons’
lodges of northern France and the Rhine Valley. The Reims
palimpsest drawings, which probably date from the 1240s,
constitute some of the earliest evidence for such drawings.18
Amongst these, Robert Branner has identified designs not
just for architecture but almost certainly for wooden choir
stalls and, more speculatively, for perhaps a metalwork chalice. Elévation drawings certainly connected with metalwork
survive from a later date, although few of these hâve yet
been published.19
The Nivelles contract drawing was very probably such
an élévation drawing, undoubtedly of a highly architectural
nature, comparable to the élévations for architectural façades
that survive from the 1250s onwards, such as Drawings A
and A1 in Strasbourg (Fig. 3), showing early designs for the
west façade of the cathédral there.20The exactitude of trac18
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Figure 3. Façade Drawing A1, Musée de l’Oeuvre-Notre-Dame, Strasbourg, Inv. no. 2 (Photo: courtesy of Musées de la

Ville de Strasbourg).

trusted to apprentices. In fact, there is some
contemporary evidence of specialization
amongst established goldsmiths along archi
tectural lines. This is contained in the copious documentation of the Shrine of St.
Edward the Confessor, commissioned by
King Henry III for Westminster Abbey as
early as 1241. Like the Nivelles shrine, the
Shrine of St. Edward took an enormously
long time to complété. It was still not finished at Henry’s death in 1272; the recorded
donations of single figures, as well as the occasional pawning of figures already prepared
for the shrine, make clear that the enormous
expense of the metals and precious stones for
such a project put it almost onto the financial scale of a church-building project. A list
of itemized expenditures on the shrine was
drawn up at Henry’s death, and wages are
recorded for four goldsmiths. Two of these
goldsmiths did the lions share of the work:
Edward of Westminster, the keeper of the
shrine, was paid 73 shillings and Walter 4
lb, 11 sh., 4 d. The other two goldsmiths,
Robert and Thomas, received much less, 6
marks and 4 shillings, respectively, but it is
recorded that this was specifically for work
on bases and columns for the shrine.23 The
shrine itself was destroyed in 1555, but a
contemporary manuscript illumination depicting it clearly shows such architectural
features.24 It is equally clear, however, that
the degree of architecturalization in the
Shrine of St. Edward, even making allowance
for any unreliability of the illumination, was
much less than that of the Shrine of St.
Gertrude, which would hâve required substantially more specialization in this respect.
My own interprétation of the terms of the test piece is
that what was in question was not the general compétence
of the goldsmiths under contract, which would certainly
include their ability to do figurai work and with which the
chapter of Nivelles in ail likelihood was familiar, but rather
their ability to use and copy drafted architectural drawings.
The précision of the architectural detailing on the shrine
could only hâve been accomplished by means of a detailed
knowledge of architecture, which at this time could not be
generally expected of a goldsmith. Spécifie architectural
details could easily hâve been transmitted by means of
drafted élévation drawings, however, and an examination

of the architectural aspects of the shrine makes such an in
terprétation appealing.25
The close architectural references in the Shrine of St.
Gertrude are obvious even to a casual observer. Two things
are worth noting about them. Firstly, embedded in the de
sign are éléments which bear extremely close resemblance
to details of built architecture — and built architecture of a
particular kind. The architectural references overwhelmingly
concentrate on buildings from the Ile-de-France from the
previous génération, ail of them instrumental in the devel
opment of Rayonnant architecture. This is ail the more surprising since the shrine was made in Nivelles, in southern
19
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Figure 4. Paris, Notre-Dame, north transept (Photo: Michael Malloy/Geoffrey Finch).

Belgium, by one goldsmith from Nivelles,
and another, Nicolas de Douai, who could
hâve practised either in Douai or Arras,26 and
it was designed by a monk from Anchin,
which is very close to Douai. Secondly, how
ever, the very précisé architectural references
in the shrine are cited in a slightly different—
and occasionally even unarchitectonic—context from their large-scale referends, and they
are also combined with less précisé and even
non-architectural details.
The design of the rose windows decorating the two gable ends (Fig. 1) has invited the
most comparison thus far. It has been compared with both the west rose of Reims Ca
thédral, probably designed in the mid-1250s,
and the north transept rose of Notre-Dame
in Paris, probably also built during the 1250s
(Fig. 4).27 There are slight différences in both
comparisons. In the Reims west rose, the radiating lobes end in quatrefoils, rather than
trefoils, as on the shrine, but like the shrine
the Reims west rose has twelve divisions. The
Notre-Dame north rose, on the other hand,
has sixteen divisions, but the individual lobes
feature trefoils, like those on the shrine. Despite these différences, it should be stressed
that these are not approximate comparisons,
but remarkably précisé ones. There can be no
doubt that the shrine copies the design of
such roses, right down to the use of capitals
on the main radiating ribs, just at the
springings of the lobes. The Notre-Dame north transept also
has a small, openwork, arcaded parapet at the base of the
rose, a feature of ail the roses used on the shrine. It has been
noted, however, that the rose-in-square motif at the bottom
of the Notre-Dame rose has not been copied in the shrine.28
That is certainly true. In fact, the arrangement on the shrine
appears rather as if the design of the main rose at NotreDame were moved up into the gable at the top of the tran
sept façade. That can be seen more clearly by looking at the
later south transept façade of Notre-Dame (Fig. 6), begun
in 1259 and probably finished by 1267,29 where the déco
rative relief roundels surrounding the upper rose are reflected
on the shrine by translucent enamel medallions. On both
transept façades at Notre-Dame, this upper gable is flanked
by polygonal buttresses with short spires, as on the shrine.30
The transept façades of Notre-Dame also provide a prec
edent for the prominent oblique setting of buttress éléments
found on the shrine, and even for the incised diapering on

those obliquely set éléments (Figs. 1, 5). By the early 1270s,
obliquely turned supports of this kind were still rather upto-date and telling architectural features.31
The substantial polygonal turrets flanking the end fa
çades (Fig. 1) are reminiscent of those on the Lady Chapel
at Saint-Germer-de-Fly, which dates from the 1250s and
also constitutes a direct reflection of both Ile-de-France and
French royal taste.32 These turrets also feature two tiers of
gabled arcades topped by a polygonal spire, and it should
perhaps be noted that the rose design at Saint-Germer, while
more exactly comparable to the Reims west rose, is certainly
of the same family as the design used for the end roses of
the shrine. The structural rationale for these massive tur
rets, however, is lost in the shrine, where they flank low
aisles rather than the tall, single vessel of the vaulted SaintGermer Lady Chapel.
The roses in the gables on the sides of the shrine are
much smaller than the end roses, and there is comparably
20
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figure 5. Paris, Notre-Dame, north transept, pinnade flanking central gable (Photo:

author).

Figure 6. Paris, Notre-Dame, south transept (Photo: Michael Malloy/Geoffrey finch).

less scope for detail in them (Fig. 2). They are thus of a
simpler design, although this design would still hâve required substantial geometrical précision in its layout and
execution. Moreover, this rose design belongs to a different
family than that on the gable ends of the shrine. It features
a row of oculi around the perimeter, each aligning with a
radiating rib which is joined to its neighbours by trefoil
arches between the oculi. This family of rose designs is exemplified by the north transept rose of the Abbey Church
of Saint-Denis,33 which has twelve units in the centre, like
the shrine rose, but then subdivides into twenty-four parts
(Fig. 7). It is certainly possible that the rose design on the
shrine represents a cut-down version of the Saint-Denis type
of design.
The “clerestory” arcade which décorâtes the upper side
walls of the shrine (Fig. 2) is also extremely similar to the
clairevoies below such roses as those of the Notre-Dame
and Saint-Denis north transepts (Figs. 4, 7). However, in
both of these examples the comparison is not exact, because
the tracery element above each pair of lights on the shrine
is a quatrefoil, differing slightly from the two architectural
examples. At Saint-Denis this tracery element is a trefoil,
and in the Notre-Dame north transept, although quatre-

foils are used, they are set with a cusp up, rather than a
lobe, as on the shrine, and the trefoils in the spandrels be
tween doublets are, again, set differently than on the shrine.
But it cannot be doubted that a comparable clairevoie was
the model for that of the shrine. This is highly indicative,
in relation to the design of the shrine as a whole, because
while the feature has some quite précisé architectural models, it is not being used on the shrine below a rose window
but, in a highly unarchitectonic way, as a clerestory.34 So,
once again, this is a précisé architectural reference being
used considerably out of context.
Virtually ail of the above-mentioned architectural de
tails of the shrine could hâve been suggested by a couple of
élévation drawings of church transepts. Both the accuracy
of architectural detailing on the shrine and the freedom with
which that detailing is used out of context, very nicely fit
the model I am proposing of a goldsmith making use of
architectural drafting for the purpose of design. As it happens, the only exact comparison I hâve found for the
clairvoie design on the shrine is on Drawings A and A1 in
Strasbourg (Fig. 3), which represent early, unbuilt designs,
dating from the 1250s or 1260s, for the west façade of Stras
bourg Cathédral.
21
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Figure 7. Saint-Denis, north transept (Photo: from Jean Bony, French Gothic Architecture of the

I2th and

I3th

Centuries, courtesy of the Regents of the University of California).

in French and, in fact, ail continental art of
the period. Ogees only became prominent in
England during the 1290s, with the devel
opment of the Decorated style of architec
ture. Occasional examples can, however, be
found on the continent from the mid-13th
century.37 It might also be pointed out that,
in combination with the “portai sculpture”
below, this feature is remarkably out of scale
in relation to much of the other, more upto-date architectural imagery.
The double portai arches apart, almost
ail of the architectural comparisons which
can be made with the shrine can be seen as
participating in a dissémination of architec
tural ideas from the Ile-de-France during the
third quarter of the 13th century.38 In fact,
the idea of highly architecturalized shrines
appears to hâve emanated from Paris, as well.
The earliest such shrine may well hâve been
that made for the Sainte-Chapelle, which was
probably completed by 1248, unfortunately
known only from drawings.39 The mid-13thcentury Shrine of St. Taurin of Évreux is perhaps the earliest surviving example of such a
shrine, and the Floreffe Triptych, made
shortly after 1254, is another early metalwork
example of “micro-architecture.”40 It would
thus appear that metalwork played a significant rôle in the dissémination of architectural
éléments into other media.
It might even be said that, increasingly
from this time, fully articulated “Gothic”
began to be regarded as a generally ecclesiastical style, equally applicable to the design of a grand
church and to the design of its furnishings, from large-scale
items such as screens, choir stalls and tombs to smaller-scale
objects such as shrines and plate; even two-dimensional
church arts, such as stained glass, became influenced by
architectural design from the mid-13th century.41 It would
certainly be more difficult to find examples of the spécifie
architectural features considered above in contemporary
secular buildings than it is in ecclesiastical metalwork or
church carpentry. It seems remarkable that such stylistic
homogeneity would be formulated in a period in which
oblations to relies were noticeably in décliné42 and the simpler parish or friar’s church was increasingly competing with
the great cathédral or abbey church as a popular devotional
focus; but perhaps the style can be said to represent an ideological idéal, the construction of which became ail the more

Perhaps the most prominent element of the shrine which
does not fit this profile of architectural references is the arch/
ogee-gable form over each of the central figures on the gable
ends of the shrine (Fig. 1). This consists of a pointed arch
below, enclosing an abbreviated arrangement of portai sculp
ture, and a crocketed ogee arch above. The diapered field
between them contains a large trilobé and two oculi, but in
a loose arrangement that does not correspond to architec
tural practice.35 Such “double arches” can be found in canopies in both small-scale portai sculpture and stained glass
from a somewhat earlier period; for instance, some of the
canopies in the stained glass in the transept clerestory of
Chartres Cathédral, probably dating from the 1230s.36 This
relatively old-fashioned and generally small-scale feature,
however, is combined in the shrine with an ogee arch, an
element which is rather harder to evaluate, due to its rarity
22
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makes reference to an accompanying architectural drawing.
The contract, dated 8 September 1311 at Tournai, spéci
fiés that the image of the deceased is to hâve a pier to each
side defined in “vraie machonnerie" with bases and capi
tal, and with “rimais," as it appears on the executor’s parch
ment, and that these two piers are to hâve a tabernacle, also
to resemble sufficiently the one on the executor’s parch
ment.46 The slab in question is lost, but undoubtedly it
would hâve featured the précisé architectural detailing which
had become common on tomb slabs by that time.47 As with
the Shrine of St. Gertrude, it appears likely that the draw
ing accompanying the contract was a precisely drafted ar
chitectural élévation. The later contract for the Shrine of
St. Germain, for the Abbey of Saint-Germain-des-Prés in
Paris, dated 18 February 1408 and surviving in the Archives
nationales in Paris, also makes reference to a “pourtraiture
et patron," and its highly architecturalized form, now known
only through an engraving of 1724, again makes architec
tural élévations likely.48
We appear to hâve, in ail of these examples of draw
ings accompanying contracts, clear examples of the sépara
tion of design and execution, which can also be found in
other documents of the time, such as the English royal accounts, which make clear that the coronation chair, which
still survives in Westminster Abbey, was designed by Adam
the Goldsmith, but was made by, or at least under the su
pervision of the king’s painter, Walter of Durham, during
the 1290s.49 And it will also be recalled that Jean Pucelle is
documented as having designed a seal for the Confraternity
of Saint-Jacques-aux-Pèlerins in Paris, 1319/24.50
Of ail these examples of the séparation of design and
execution, the Shrine of St. Gertrude appears to be the earliest well-documented case.51 The importance of this evi
dence cannot be overestimated. The séparation of design and
execution is usually considered one of the significant developments of the Renaissance and is discussed in relation to
the likes of Albrecht Dürer or Benvenuto Cellini.52 At least
in a limited context, it appears that the appropriate period
in which to consider the origins of this practice is the late
13th century. It would also appear that the newly developed
technology of architectural drafting was instrumental in this
practice, and that the use of architectural drawings was of
great significance for the spread of that design phenomenon
that has become known as “micro-architecture.” But whereas
the forms pertaining to architectural drafting were firmly tied
to the masons’ lodge during the later Middle Ages, it was
not just masons that made use of such drawings; goldsmiths,
as well as masons, appear to hâve played a significant rôle in
the dissémination of “micro-architecture.”53 By focusing on
process rather than the formai aspects of this phenomenon,

exacting with its increasing distance from social and reli
gions realities. However this might be, the application of a
homogeneous vocabulary of forms to a variety of media
depended significantly on the incorporation of architectural
drafting technology into the design process of non-archi
tectural craft traditions.
The Nivelles contract, I believe, gives us valuable évi
dence of the process by which this came about. The drawing which accompanied the shrine must almost certainly
hâve been an architectural élévation (perhaps more than
one). The early history of architectural drawings in gen
eral, both in their appearance and their use, is incompletely
known, and architectural drawings hâve only recently begun to be studied systematically.43 These investigations hâve
understandably concentrated on the place of architectural
drawings within the masons’ lodges where they originated.
It is not at ail clear, however, that goldsmiths would hâve
used architectural drawings in the same way as masons. In
the case of the Shrine of St. Gertrude, it would appear that
such drawings were used as sources of models to be copied
in ail of their singular and geometrically exact details, rather
than as part of a geometrically generative process of design
such, for instance, as is described in the 15th-century ar
chitectural design booklets of Mathes Roriczer and Hanns
Schmuttermayer.44 This is suggested by the unarchitectonic
ways in which précisé architectural references are incorporated into the design of the shrine. Nevertheless, in order
accurately to lay out and execute any of the tracery éléments
ofthe shrine, some drafting knowledge, in the form of con
structive or practical geometry, must hâve been necessary
on the part of both designer and executing craftsmen. It
remains to be seen just how practical geometry, as it was
used in a variety of craft workshops, was aided by architec
tural drawings, but in the case of the Shrine of St. Gertrude
they certainly appear to hâve facilitated the exact transmis
sion of Ile-de-France architectural ideas, both geographically and into another medium.
The Nivelles contract provides us with an example of
another spécifie use to which architectural drawings were
sometimes put: namely, as a legally binding addendum to
contracts. This function is perhaps best known through
Franklin Toker’s study of the 1340 contract for the Palazzo
Sansedoni in Siena.45 The accompanying élévation is included on the same piece of parchment as the text of the
Siena contract, although it should be noted that Toker believes this élévation to be a copy or tracing, rather than a
precisely drafted élévation per se. By this time, there is other
evidence for the practice, significantly from the Nivelles
région. For instance, there is a contract for an incised tomb
slab surviving in the Archives de l’état in Mons which also
23
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however, what appears signifîcant is that not only drafting
techniques but the forms being drafted corresponded to the
category of practical geometry, which directly linked design
to the Liberal Arts. The process by which the Shrine of St.
Gertrude was designed, as evidenced by its architecturalized
form and its contract, can thus be seen to participate in a
more purely intellectual appréhension of design than is implied in earlier practice.
The approach to design and to form that can be ascribed to the Shrine of St. Gertrude is, in fact, comparable
in some respects with the contemporary theoretical writings of St. Thomas Aquinas on aesthetics and art, and a
considération of his ideas in relation to the shrine is enlightening. It is safe to say that Aquinas had no direct knowl
edge of architectural drawings; the many metaphors he uses
involving a builder or architect specify a house as the actualization of a form or idea in the mind of the architect,
“forma in mente artificus," without mentioning intermediaries.54 Yet, there is an analogy between the objective foundations with which Aquinas invests his conceptions of
beauty and the formai structure of objects, and the approach
to design évident in the Shrine of St. Gertrude. The executing goldsmiths of the shrine were called upon not only
to address the transformation and manipulation of materials but in a significantly new way to realize as closely as
possible a previously formulated design; similarly, Aquinas
believed that “a thing has being insofar as it actualizes a
rational structure that ‘informs’ the material.”55 Aquinas
wrote that “a house ... is true if it turns out like the plan in
the architect’s mind,”56 and the rationale for the test piece
mentioned in the shrine contract was very probably to ascertain, in a similar spirit, the formai integrity of the shrine,
which is also évident in the architectural exactitude of so
many of its éléments. The clarity (claritas), integrity
(integritas) and proportion (proportio) of the architectural
éléments in the shrine correspond to Aquinas’ formai criteria of beauty,57 which he understood as “a purely intelligi
ble reality, as moral harmony or metaphysical splendor.
The designer of the shrine did not dirty his hands by
the mechanical working of materials. Rather, probably by
means of drafting instruments, he manipulated geometrical shapes of a particular nature into an integrated design.
He was working with the intelligible forms of practical ge
ometry, by means of his operative intellect.59 He provided
the scientia. to which the executing goldsmiths applied their
ars,® and in fact, his position is entirely comparable to that
of the architect, as it was emerging during this same period.61 That Jakemon d’Anchin was a designing goldsmith
(as, later, were Brunelleschi and Schmuttermayer) rather
than a designing mason is signifîcant and points to a con

ception of design more independent of craft tradition than
has previously been applied to this period. There was, nevertheless, a close connection between architectural design
and design in general, which is fully évident in the
architecturalized nature of the Shrine of St. Gertrude. It is
possible that the architectural forms applied to the shrine
were seen to hâve a spécifie symbolic value—along the fines,
perhaps, of the Heavenly Jérusalem—but, lacking contem
porary statements directly addressing this issue, it is difficult to identify such values with any degree of précision. It
might also be said that such formai appropriation gives evi
dence for a process of stylistic réification, along the fines of
what we now mean by “Rayonnant.”62 More generally, these
forms might be said to hâve constituted transcendentals,
in their embodiment of geometrical principles which were
firmly fixed in the process of design.63 The precisely drafted
architectural drawings which appeared in the mid-13th cen
tury, and which were in ail probability utilized in the de
sign of the shrine, provided a specialized tool of a new kind
which extended the mental process of conceptualization and
design in a revolutionary way.64
In the Shrine of St. Gertrude we can apprehend a new
approach to design which corresponds closely to the formalist conceptions of Aquinas. Taken together these are
evidence of a newly emerging theoretical attitude towards
art. Such an assertion, however, must certainly be consid
ered in a historical context in which no single position held
the field. As signifîcant as these developments were for art
and design, they did not entirely subsume other positions
and attitudes of longer-standing artistic practice and criticism. Nevertheless, the rapid dissémination of “micro-ar
chitecture” and growing use of architectural drawings point
to a substantial development in the process of Gothic de
sign which affected craft training, workshop practice, the
status of art objects and the position of the designer. A dis
tinct différence can be noted between the critical apprécia
tion of art which can be imputed to both the fabric of the
shrine and the writings of Aquinas and that which characterizes earlier “Gothic” art. Despite Abbot Suger’s use of
the Ovidian topos that “the workmanship surpassed the
material” in the marvellous works done for him, he enthuses
primarily over workmanship as craft skill (zzrr) and over the
splendor of materials rather than intelligible or metaphysi
cal splendor.65 He considered that material works of art
could lead him anagogically towards the immaterial, but
he does not appear to hâve seen them as participating di
rectly in transcendental qualifies. It is perhaps only by anal
ogy that Aquinas’ theoretical conceptions can be identified
with the design conception of the Shrine of St. Gertrude,
but the identity is a telling one, which invests the designer
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finitive édition of the contract has yet to be published. That of
Donnay-Rocmans appears generally reliable.

with intellectual rather than craft status. New approaches
to design in the later 13th century were providing artists
with the means for a more directiy intellectual approach to
artistic création, and there is much in the Shrine of St.
Gertrude and its contract to inform us about that process.

6 See Claussen, “Goldschmiede des Mittelalters,” 86.
7 On the development and use of drafted architectural drawings
in masons’ workshops, see Wolfgang Schôller, “Le dessin
d’architecture à l’époque gothique” in Roland Recht, ed., Les
bâtisseurs des cathédrales gothiques, exhibition catalogue (Stras
bourg, 1989), 227- 35; Werner Müller, “Le dessin technique à
l’époque gothique” in Recht, ed., Les bâtisseurs, 237-54.

* An earlier version of this study was read as a paper at the Canadian Conférence of Médiéval Art Historians held in Quebec City
in 1993. I would like to thank Richard K. Morris for his very
helpful comments and suggestions.

8 The source of this date is J. Molanus, Natales Sanctorum Belgii
(Louvain, 1595), 54; cited by Donnay-Rocmans, “La châsse de
Sainte Gertrude,” 199, n. 10, who raises the possibility that
Molanus is mistaken and that the shrine was completed earlier,
perhaps in 1293 when an examination of the relies of St.
Gertrude is recorded.
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of Canon Jean de Mur, archdeacon of Ghent: “et entre le bordure
et l'ymagine dou diakene doit avoir 1 pilier à cescun lés dou diakene
estofet de pourtrait de vraie machonnerie enbasset et encapitelet de
sous basses et de cimaises ausi souffisantment com il appert en I
parkemin que li testamenteur en ont; et par diseure ces II piliers
doit avoir I boin tabernacle ausi souffisant en toutes manières com
est li tabernacles ou parkemin ke li testamenteur en ont." Archives
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zrc passim.
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